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Abstract 
 

It was in the year 2009 that mining of erasable itemsets was first introduced and is one 

of new emerging data mining tasks. A threshold to obtain erasable itemsets shall be used in 

proposed framework. Nevertheless, it is non-trivial for users to choose a suitable threshold. 

The paper presented shall introduce a new mining task called Taking Out High 

Valued/Utility Erasable Itemsets, where k is the biggest value of all erasable itemsets to be 

mined. Deep analysis has lead for the development of an algorithm that can erase high value 

itemsets. During the mining process, the undesired itemsets are filtered and hopeful itemsets 

are selected to generate other longer potential high valued erasable itemsets. By following 

these steps search space shall be greatly reduced. Synthetic database has been used to show 

results of the application algorithm and its effectiveness. 
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1. Introduction 

Data mining has gain popularity in the recent years due to the wide availability of huge 

amount of data and the impending need of further turning it into useful information and 

knowledge. The mining of frequent patterns has emerged widely as a fundamental problem in 

data mining and it also plays an important role in multiple important data mining tasks such 

as association rule analysis, cluster analysis and many other data mining tasks. Although 

there are plenty of studies on pattern mining, many new pattern mining problems have arisen 

such as high-utility patten mining and erasable itemsets mining and so on, with the extensive 

application of pattern mining in every walk of life. 

The problem of mining erasable itemsets originates from production planning. 

Consider a manufacturing factory, which produces a large collection of products. Each type 

of product is made up of a few components. For manufacturing their products, the factory 

should spend a large number of money to purchase all the needed components. But, at the 

time of financial crisis the factory should carefully  plan their production because it has not 

enough money to purchase all needed components as usual. Therefore, a vital question to the 

managers of the factory is how to plan the manufacture of production due to limited money. 

They cannot purchase all components due to limited money. Obviously, they must stop 

manufacturing some productions because the corresponding components are unavailable. 

However, for the sake of commercial interests, the loss of the factory’s profit caused by 

stopping manufacturing some products should be controllable. Hence, the key to the problem 

is how to efficiently find these components, without which the loss of the profit is no more 

than the given threshold. These components are also called as erasable itemsets, which first 
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introduced the problem of erasable itemsets mining and proposed META algorithm to deal 

with the problem. 
 

However, the framework proposed by others uses a percent threshold to ensure the 

generation of the correct and complete set of f erasable itemsets. The main weakness of the 

framework is that setting percent threshold is quite tricky because users can’t know the exact 

percent in advance. A too small percent may lead to the generation of thousands and tens of 

thousands of erasable itemsets, while too big one may often generate few erasable itemsets. 

In this paper, we introduce a new mining task called mining high-value k erasable itemsets, 

where k is the biggest value of all erasable itemsets to be mined. For this new mining task, 

we propose an efficient algorithm to mine high-valued k erasable itemsets. We have 

conducted plentiful experiments on some synthetic database to evaluate our algorithm, the 

experimental result shows the effectiveness of our algorithm. 
 

2. Problem Statement and Preliminaries 

Let I = {i1, i2, …, im} be a set of items, which are the abstract representation of 

components, and a product database DB = {P1, P2, …,Pn}, where Pi (I   [1, …, n] ) is a product 

and is presented in the form of {PID, Items, Val}. PID is the identifier of Pi. Items are all items 

that constitute Pi, Val is the profit that a factory obtains by selling Pi. A is called a itemset if and 

only if A is a set of items. 
 

Definition 2.1 (Gain) Let A ( I) be a set of items, the gain of A is defined by  
 

That is, the gain of itemset A is the sum of values of the products that include at least 

one item in A as their components. 
 

Definition 2.2 (The value of an itemset) Given product database DB and a pattern A ( 

I), RA, the value of A, is defined by 
 

Rank(A) = |{Gain(X)| X  I and Gain(X) ≤ Gain(A)}|. 
 

Note that |Y| is the number of elements in Y. 
 

Definition 2.3 (High-value k erasable itemsets) Given a transaction database DB and a 

threshold k, an itemset A ( I) is called to be an high-value k erasable itemset if and only if RA is 

no greater than k, That is, RA ≤  k. 
 

Based on the above definitons, the problem of mining high-value k erasable itemsets can 

be decribed as follows: Given a transaction database DB and a threshold k, the top-k erasable 

itemsets mining is the task of finding the complete set of erasable itemsets whose values are no 

greater than k. That is, the set of high-value k erasable itemsets is equal to Stop-k, which is {X|X  

I and RX ≤  k}. 
 

Consider an example of product database shown in Table 1. There are seven different 

items and six products. Each product consists of these fields: PID, Items and Val. Based on 

Table 1, we know item i1 is a component of product 3 (i1   {i1, i2, i3, i5}) and product 4(i1   {i1, 

i2, i4}). Therefore, the gain of itemset  {i1}, Gain({i1}), is 8500{500+8000) in terms of 
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Definition 2.1. In the same way, we know the gain of itemset {i6, i7}, Gain({i6, i7}), is 1000 

(500+200+300). Let the threshold k to be 5, Table 2 shows all high-value 5 erasable itemsets. 
 

Table 1 An Example 

PID Items Val 

1 {i2, i3, i4, i6} 500 

2 {i1, i5, i7} 200 

3 {i1, i2, i3, i5} 500 

4 {i1, i2, i4} 8000 

5 {i6, i7} 300 

6 {i3, i4} 500 

 

Table 2 All high-value 5 erasable itemsets 

Rank Erasable Itemsets Val 

1 {i7} 500 

2 { i5} 700 

3 { i6} 800 

4 {i5, i7}, {i6, i7} 1000 

5 {i3 }, {i5, i6}, {i5, i6, i7} 1500 

 

3. An Efficient Algorithm for Mining High-Value k Erasable Itemsets 

A naïve method to find all high-value k erasable itemsets is to enumerate all itemsets, 

obtain their gains, and then sort them according to the ascending order of their gains. Finally, 

we can obtain all high-value k erasable itemsets from the sorted itemsets. However, the naïve 

method is very inefficient. Let’s analyze the computing complexity of the naïve method. 

Without loss of generality, let m be number of items. We know there are (2
m
 – 1) different not-

null itemsets. Therefore, the computing complexity of naïve method is O(2
m
), it is exponential 

time and is unacceptable. The primary shortcoming of the naïve method is that it performs 

brute-force search, which plows its way through the entire space and consider every possible 

solution. So, it is necessary and interesting to design an efficient algorithm to find high-value k 

entire erasable itemsets. Before presenting our method, let’s first explore some properties 

relevant to erasable itemsets mining. 
 

Lemma 3. (anti-monotone) If A is not a high-value k erasable itemsets, any itemsets B  

containing A, which are called supersets of A, can not be a high-value k erasable itemsets. 
 

Proof: Let B is a superset of A. For any production Pi  that satisfies Pi , Items ∩ A ≠⌀   , we 

know that  Pi. Items ∩ B ≠ ⌀   because of A  B. According to definition 2.1 above, we have 
  

Gain(A) ≤ Gain(B)     (3) 

A is known not to be high-value k erasable itemset. According to Definiton 2.3, we have 

 

Rank(A)  > k      (4) 

Let’s assume B to be high-value k erasable itemse. According to Definiton 2.3, we have 

 

Rank(B) ≤  k      (5) 
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Combining (4) with (5), we know 

 

Rank(B)  < Rank(A)     (6) 

According to Definiton 2.2, we have 

 

Gain(A)  >  Gain(B)     (7) 

Inequality (4) conflicts with inequality (5). Therefore, our assumption is wrong and B is 

not high-value k erassable itemset. 

 

Lemma 3.1 shows that the anti-monotone property of high  f-value k erasable itemset. We 

will employ the property to mining all high-value k erasable itemsets from short itemsets to 

long itemsets. 

 

Definition 3.1 (Conditional Ranks) Given a product database DB, a set of itemsets PS, 

and a pattern A(  PS). R(A, PS), the conditional value of A in PS, is defined by |{Gain(X)|X  

PS and Gain(X) ≤ Gain(A)}|. 

Based on Definiton 3.1, we have the following Lemma 3.2. 

 

Lemma 3.2. Given a product database DB, a threshold k, and a set of itemsets PS( 2
I
. 2

I
 is 

the power set of I). For any itemset A(  PS), A can not be a high-value k erasable itemset of DB 

if R(A,PS) is greater than k. 

 

Proof: For any X  PS, we have X  I. According to Definition 2.2 and Definition 3.1, we 

have 

 

R(A,PS) ≤ Rank(A)    (8) 

The reason is that {Gain(X)|X  I and Gain(X) ≤ Gain(A)} contains {Gain(X)|X  PS  and 

Gain(X) ≤  Gain(A)}. However, we already know 

 

R(A,PS)  <  k     (9) 

Combining (8) with (9), we have 

 

Rank(A) > k     (10) 

That is, A is not a high-value k erasable itemset. 

By using Definition 3.1 and Definition 3.2, we can greatly reduce the searching space of 

finding high-value k erasable itemsets. The mining algorithm, is discussed in the following 

paragraphs. For the sake of discussion, we denote itemsets with length of l by l-itemsets. The 

length of a pattern is the number of items included in the itemset. This is an iterative approach, 

which is known as a level-wise search. The iterative approach uses l-itemsets to explore (l+1)-

itemsets. Below are the processing procedures. 
 

4. Algorithm 

Input: A product database DB and a threshold k. 

Output: A high-value k table, Tabk, which includes all high-value k erasable itemsets. 

Method: 
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• Initialize Tabk, which consists of two fields: Gain and List of itemsets. The size of 

Tabk is k, that is it have k tuples. For any tuple in Tabk, all itemsets in the list of the tuple have 

the same gain. In addition, tuples in Tabk are sorted by the ascending order of Gain. 

• Scan the product database DB. Collect the set of high-value k erasable l-itemsets. 

Insert these erasable l-itemsets into the Tabk. 

• Use the erasable l-itemsets in Tabk to generate candidate 2-itemsets. Scan DB 

again to obtain the gains of candidate 2-itemsets. If the gain of a candidate 2-itemsets is no 

more than the minimal value of Gain in Tabk, the candidate 2-itemset is inserted into Tabk. 

After each insertion operation, Tabk is checked to ensure the number of tuples is no more than 

k. If the number is greater than k, the tuples behind the kth tuple are deleted from the Tabk. 

• Repeat procedure 3 by using high-value k erasablel-itemsets in Tabk to generate 

candidate high-value k erasable (l+1)-itemsets until no new erasable itemsets have been 

inserted into Tabk. The way that generates candidate high-value k erasable (l+1)-itemsets by 

using high-value k erasable l-itemsets is as follows. For any l-itemsets A1  Tabk and A2  Tabk, 

we generate candidate (l+1)-itemsets A = A1  A2 if A1 and A2 have the same items of l – 1. 

 

Note that Lemma 3.1 ensures that procedure 3 and 4 does not ignore any high-value k 

erasable itemsets while Lemma 3.2 ensures that the reliability of termination condition of loop 

in procedure 4. Obviously, the conclusion is easy to deduce. Limited by space, we omit the 

detailed description. 

 

• Experiments. In this section, we present a performance evaluation of algorithm. 

All the experiments were performed on a Dell PC with Intel Core2 Duo 2.66G and 2G 

Memory. The operating system was Microsoft Windows 7. All the programs were coded in 

MS/Visual C#. 

 

 

Figure 1: Performance on databases with normal distribution 

 
 

Figure 2:Performance on databases with uniform distribution U(1,100) 
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For experimental databases, we first generated two databases, denoted by DB_1 and 

DB_2, by IBM generator (http://www.almaden.ibm.com/cs/quest/syndata.html). Each of the 

two databases has 100,000 tuples (or products) and 100 different items. The average 

production sizes of DB_1 and DB_2 are 10 and 40 respectively. However, DB_1 and DB_2 

have no attribute (or column) for representing profit of products. To make these databases 

more like product databases, we add a new attribute (column or field), which is used to store 

the profit of a product, for each database. We employ two probability distributions, U (1,100) 

and N(50,30), to generate products profit. U(1,100) is an uniform distribution with the large of 

values of [1,100]. N(50,30) is a normal distribution with mean of 50 and variance of 30. 

Therefore, we have four databases by combining DB_1 and DB_2 with U (1,100) and 

N(50,30). These databases are denoted by DB_1  1_100, DB_2   1_100, DB_1 N 50_30, DB_2 

N 50_30. The scalabililty of algorithm on DB_1  1_100, DB_2   1_100 as the threshold 

increases from 10 to 2000 is shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the scalability of algorithm on 

T30   1_100 and T30 N 50_25 as the threshold decreases from 10 to 2000. Our experimental 

result shows that algorithm scales very well no matter which database is used. 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we introduce a new mining task called mining high-value k erasable 

itemsets. For this new mining task, we develop an efficient algorithm for mining high-value-k 

erasable itemsets by making use of two important properties. For evaluating algorithm, we 

have conducted plentiful experiments on some synthetic databases. The experimental result 

shows the efficiency of our algorithm. For the future work, we will take efforts towards more 

efficient algorithms by adopting useful ideas from many proposed algorithms of mining 

frequent patterns. 
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